The term matrix m ight be used in a more general sense, but in the present memoir I consider only square and rectangular matrices, and the term matrix used without quali fication is to be understood as meaning a square m atrix; in this restricted sense, a set of quantities arranged in the form of a square, e. g.
and the consideration of such a system of equations leads to most of the fundamental notions in the theory of matrices. I t will be seen that matrices (attending only to those of the saine order) comport themselves as single quantities; they may be added, multiplied or compounded together, & c.: the law of the addition, of matrices is pre cisely similar to that for the addition of ordinary algebraical quantities; as regards their multiplication (or composition), there is the peculiarity that matrices are not in general convertible; it is nevertheless possible to form the powers (positive or negative, integral or fractional) of a matrix, and thence to arrive at the notion of a rational and integral function, or generally of any algebraical function, of a matrix. I obtain the remarkable theorem that any matrix whatever satisfies an algebraical equation of its own order, the coefficient of the highest power being unity, and those of the other powers functions of the terms of the matrix, the last coefficient being in fact the deter minant ; the rule for the formation of this equation may be stated in the following con densed form, which will be intelligible after a perusal of the memoir, viz. the determi- MDCCCLVIII . D nant, formed out of the matrix diminished by the m atrix considered as a single quantity involving the matrix unity, will be equal to zero. The theorem shows th at every rational and integral function (or indeed every rational function) of a m atrix may be considered as a rational and integral function, the degree of which is at most equal to that of the matrix, less u n ity ; it even shows that in a sense, the same is true with respect to any algebraical function whatever of a matrix. One of the applications of the theorem is the finding of the general expression of the matrices which are convertible with a given matrix. The theory of rectangular matrices appears much less im portant than that of square matrices, and I have not entered into it further than by showing how some of the notions applicable to these may be extended to rectangular matrices. 1* For conciseness, the matrices written down at full length will in general be of the order 3, but it is to be understood th at the definitions, reasonings, and conclusions apply to matrices of any degree whatever. And when two or more matrices are spoken of m connexion with each other, it is always implied (unless the contrary is expressed) that the matrices are of the same order.
2. The notation ( a , i , c J x , a', b', c' a!', b", c" represents the set of linear functions ((a, b, c j x , y, z) , (a!, V, d j x , y, z) , («", b", c"Xx, y, z) ), so that calling these (X, Y, Z), we have o, 1, 0 o, 0, 1 and this is said to be the matrix unity. W e may of course, when for distinctne ss it is required, say, the matrix zero, or (as the case may be) the matrix unity o f such an order. The matrix zero may for the most part be represented simply by 0, and the matrix unity by 1.
4. The equations
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as the rule for the addition of m atrices; that for their subtraction is of course similar to it. 5. A matrix is not altered by the addition or subtraction of the matrix zero, that is, we have M + 0 = M .
The equation L = M , which expresses that the matrices L, M are equal, may also be written in the form L -M = 0 , % . e. the difference of two equal matrices is the m zero.
6. The equation I j= -M, written in the form L + M = 0 , expresses that the sum of the matrices L, M is equal to the matrix zero, the matrices so related are said to be opposite to each other; in other words, a m atrix the terms of which are equal but opposite in sign to the terms of a given matrix, is said to be opposite to the given matrix.
7. I t is clear that we have L + M = M + L , that is, the operation of addition is com mutative, and moreover that (L 4-M ) + N = L + ( M + N ) = L + M + N , that is, the opera tion of addition is also associative. 
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as the rule for the multiplication of a matrix by a single quantity. The multiplier m may be written either before or after the matrix, and the operation is therefore com mutative. We have it is clear m (L + M )= m L + m M , or the operation is distributive. 9. The matrices L and mL may be said to be similar to each o th er; in particular, if m = l, they are equal, and if m = -1, they are opposite. a', P , 7' a", /3", y" as the rule for the multiplication or composition of two matrices.
I t is to be observed, that the operation is not a commutative one; the component matrices may be distinguished as the first or further component matrix, and the second or nearer component matrix, and the rule of composition is as follows, viz. any of the com pound matrix is obtained by combining the corresponding line of the first or further component matrix successively with the several columns of the second or nearer com pound matrix.
12. A matrix compounded, either as first or second component matrix, with the matrix zero, gives the matrix zero. The case where any of the terms of the given matrix are infinite is of course excluded.
13. A matrix is not altered by its composition, either as first or second component matrix, with the matrix unity. I t is compounded either as first or second component matrix, with the single quantity m considered as involving the matrix unity, by multi plication of all its terms by the quantity m : this is in fact the before-mentioned rule for the multiplication of a matrix by a single quantity, which rule is thus seen to be a particular case of that for the multiplication of two matrices.
14. W e may in like manner multiply or compound together three or more matrices: the order of arrangement of the factors is of course material, and we may distinguish them as the first or furthest, second, third, &c., and last or nearest component matrices, but any two consecutive factors may be compounded together and replaced by a single matrix, and so on until all the matrices are compounded together, the result being inde pendent of the particular mode in which the composition is effected; that is, we have L .M N = L M .N = L M N , L M .N P = = L .M N .P , &c., or the operation of multiplication, although, as already remarked, not commutative, is associative.
15. W e thus arrive at the notion of a positive and integer power I f of a matrix L, and it is to be observed that the different powers of the same matrix are convertible. I t is clear also that $ and q being positive integers, we have which is the theorem of indices for positive integer powers of a matrix.
16. The last-mentioned equation, J f . V = l f +\ assumed to be true for all values what ever of the indices pa nd q, leads to the notion of the powers of a matrix for any form whatever of the index. In particular, I f . L°= L P or L°= l, that is, the Oth power of a matrix is the matrix unity. And then putting j ? = l , q--1, or jp = -1, 1, we have L .L " 1= L "1. L = 1 ; that is, L _1, or as it may be termed the inverse or reciprocal matrix, is a matrix which, compounded either as first or second component matrix with the original matrix, gives the matrix unity.
17. W e may arrive at the notion of the inverse or reciprocal matrix, directly from the equation
and we have, for the determination of the coefficients of the inverse or reciprocal matrix, the equations
which are equivalent to each other, and either of them is by itself sufficient for the com plete determination of the inverse or reciprocal matrix. I t is well known that if V denote the determinant, that is, if
, c" , then the terms of the inverse or reciprocal matrix are given by the equations
^ I or what is the same thing, the inverse or reciprocal matrix is given by the equation
" *****""1 ' ■ *• e formula shows, what is indeed clear a priori that tho +• r . or reciprocal matrix fails altogether when Hip
•' * t h e *otlon of the mverse this case said to be indeterminate an,l enmnant vanishes: the matrix is in express mention, the particular r ' d mUSt be understood that in the absence of tion. It may be added that the M atrix z lr o T M e t e^^ eXCluded from consideratwo matrices may be zero without /• erm inate; and that the product of are one or both of them indeterminate.
er ° t e aCt°rS bem 19. The notion of the inverse or reciprocal matrix once established, the other nega tive integer powers of the original matrix are positive integer powers of the inverse or reciprocal matrix, and the theory of such negative integer powers may be taken to be known. The further discussion of the fractional powers of a matrix will be resumed in the sequel.
20. The positive integer power Lm of the matrix L may of course be multiplied by any matrix of the same degree, such multiplier, however, is not in general convertible with L ; and to preserve as far as possible the analogy with ordinary algebraical func tions, we may restrict the attention to the case where the multiplier is a single quan tity, and such convertibility consequently exists. W e have in this manner a matrix cLm, and by the addition of any number of such terms we obtain a rational and integral func tion of the m atrix L.
21. The general theorem before referred to will be best understood by a complete development of a particular case. Imagine a m atrix and form the determinant
and substituting these values the determinant becomes equal to the matrix zero, viz. we have
where the matrix of the determinant is
it is the original matrix, diminished by the same matrix considered as a single quantity involving the matrix unity. And this is the general theorem, viz. the deter minant, having for its matrix a given matrix less the same matrix considered as a single quantity involving the matrix unity, is equal to zero.
22.
The following symbolical representation of the theorem is, I think, worth no ticing : let the matrix M, considered as a single quantity, be represented by M, then writing 1 to denote the matrix unity, M .l will represent the matrix M, considered as a single quantity involving the matrix unity. Upon the like principles of notation, l.M will represent, or may be considered as representing, simply the matrix M, and the theorem is Det. ( l .M -M .1) = 0. 
M'-( a + e + i W + ( e i + i a + a e -f k -c g -b d ) M -( a e i + b f q + c d h -a f h -b d i -c e g ) = 0
; but X have not thought it necessary to undertake the labour of a formal proof of the theorem in the general case of a matrix of any degree. 24. I f we attend only to the general form of the result, we see that any matrix what ever satisfies an algebraical equation of its own order, which is in many cases the material part of the theorem.
25.
I t follows at once that every rational and integral function, or indeed every rational function of a matrix, can be expressed as a rational and integral function of an or er at most equal to that of the matrix, less unity. But it is important to consider how far or m what sense the like theorem is true with respect to irrational functions of a ma nx.
we had only the equation satisfied by the matrix itself, such extension could not be m ade; but we have besides the equation of the same order satisfied by the irra lona unction of the, matrix, and by means of these two equations, and the equalon y w ic t e irrational function of the matrix is determined, we may express the irrational function as a rational and integral fhnction of the matrix, of an order equal at . . > ,a ,e matrix, less unity; such expression will however involve the coeffi ion satisfied by the irrational,funct which are functions (in number fnncti ° •A a e "*atrix) t^le coefficients assumed unknown, of the irrational function itself. The transformation is nevertheless an important one, as reducing the number of unknown quantities from m? (if n be the order of the ma complete the solution, it is necessary to compare the value obtained as above, with the assumed value of the irrational function, which will lead to equations for the determina tion of the n unknown quantities. in which X , X" are to be considered as respectively involving the matrix unity, and it would at first sight seem that we ought to have one of the simple factors equal to zero, which is obviously not the case, for such equation would signify that the perfectly inde terminate m atrix M was equal to a single quantity, considered as involving the matrix unity. The explanation is that each of the simple factors is an indeterminate matrix, in fact M -X, stands for the m atrix ( a -Xj, ),
and the determinant of this matrix is equal to zero. The product of the two factors is thus equal to zero without either of the factors being equal to zero.
29.
A m atrix satisfies, we have seen, an equation of its own order, involving the coefficients of the m atrix; assume that the matrix is to be determined to satisfy some other equation, the coefficients of which are given single quantities. I t would at first sight appear th at we might eliminate tKe matrix between the two' equations, and thus obtain an equation which would be the only condition to be satisfied by the terms of the m atrix; this is obviously wrong, for more conditions must be requisite, and we see that if we were then to proceed to complete the solution by finding the value of the matrix common to the two equations, we should find the matrix equal in every case to a single quantity considered as involving the m atrix unity, which it is clear ought not to be the case. The explanation is similar to that of the difficulty before adverted to, the equations may contain one, and only one, common factor, and may be both of them satisfied, and yet the common factor may not vanish. The necessary condition seems to be, that the one equation should be a factor of the oth er; in the case where the assumed equation is of an order equal or superior to the matrix, then if this equation contain as a factor the equation which is always satisfied by the matrix, the assumed equation will be satisfied identically, and the condition is sufficient as well as necessary: e 2 M2-1 = 0.
in the other case, where the assumed equation is of an order inferior to that of the matrix, the condition is necessary, but it is not sufficient.
30. The equation satisfied by the matrix may be of the form Mw = l ; the matrix is in this case said to be periodic of the nth order. The p the theory of periodic matrices; thus, for instance, suppose it is required to find a matrix of the order 2, which is periodic of the second order. W riting
we have M* --H r # -and the assumed equation is These equations will be identical if a-±-d=0, ad-be--1, that is, these conditions being satisfied, the equation M!-1 = 0 required to be satisfied, will be identical with the equation which is always satisfied, and will therefore itself be satisfied. And in like manner the matrix M of the order 2 will satisfy the condition M * -1 = 0 , or will be periodic of the third order, if only M3-l contains as a factor M2-{(i-\-dyM.-\-ad-, and so on. 32. Instead of the equation M"-1 = 0 , which belongs to a periodic matrix, it is in many cases more convenient, and it is much the same thing to consider an equation Mwk = 0, where ki s a single quantity. The matrix may in this case be said periodic to a factor pres.
33. Two matrices L, M are convertible when L M = M L . I f the matrix M is given, this equality affords a set of linear equations between the coefficients of L equal in number to these coefficients, but these equations cannot be all independent, for it is clear that if L be any rational and integral function of M (the coefficients being single quantities), then L will be convertible with M ; or what is apparently (but only appa rently) more general, if L be any algebraical function whatever of M (the coefficients being always single quantities), then L will be convertible with M. But whatever the form of the function is, it may be reduced to a rational and integral function of an order equal to that of M, less unity, and we have thus the general expression for the matrices convertible with a given matrix, viz. any such matrix is a rational and integral function (the coefficients being single quantities) of the given matrix, the order being that of the given matrix, less unity. In particular, the general form of the matrix L convertible with a given matrix M of the order 2, is L =aM -|-/3, or what is the same thing, the matrices
34. Two matrices L, M are skew convertible when L M = -M L ; this is a relation much less important than ordinary convertibility, for it is to he noticed that we cannot in general find a matrix L skew convertible with a given m atrix M.
In fact, con sidering M as given, the equality affords a set of linear equations between the coefficients of L equal in number to these coefficients; and in this case the equations are independent, and we may eliminate all the coefficients of L, and we thus arrive at a relation which must be satisfied by the coefficients of the given matrix M. Thus, sup pose the matrices
are skew convertible, we have
and the conditions of skew convertibility are
Excluding from consideration the case ad-0, which would imply that the matrix was indeterminate, we have a-\-d-0. The resulting system of con
the first two of which imply that the matrices are respectively periodic of the second order to a factor pres.
35. I t may be noticed that if the compound matrices LM and ML are similar, they are either equal oi else opposite; that is, the matrices L, M are either convertible or skew convertible.
Two matrices such as
are said to be formed one from the other by transposition, and this may be denoted by the symbol t r . ; thus we may write
The effect of two successive transpositions is of course to reproduce the original matrix. which by transposition is changed into its opposite, is said to be skew symmetrical. 42. I t is easy to see th at any m atrix whatever may be expressed as the sum of a sym metrical matrix, and a skew symmetrical m atrix; thus the form ( a , A+*s )
h -»», b , y + x which may obviously represent any matrix whatever of the order 3, is the sum of the two matrices last before mentioned. 43. The following formulae, although little more than examples of the composition of transposed matrices, may be noticed, viz.
which shows that a matrix compounded with the transposed m atrix gives rise to a sym metrical matrix. It does not however follow, nor is it the fact, that the matrix and transposed matrix are convertible. And also
which is a remarkably symmetrical, form. It is needless to proceed further, since it is clear that ( a, c X 5 I a, c J a, 5 ) = ( (
44. In all that precedes, the matrix of the order 2 has frequently been considered, but chiefly by way of illustration of the general theory; but it is worth while to develope moie particularly the theory of such matrix. I call to mind the fundamental properties which have been obtained, viz. it was shown that the matrix 
whence also the conditions in order that the matrix may be to a factor pres periodic of the orders 2, 3, &c. are
and for the negative powers we have
which is equivalent to the ordinary form 
P

48.
The convertible matrices may be given in the first instance in the ordinary form, or we may take these matrices to be
c', where the number of lines exceeds the number of columns, is said to be a deep matrix.
53. The matrix zero subsists in the present theory, but not the matrix unity. Matrices may be added or subtracted when the number of the lines and the number of the columns of the one matrix are respectively equal to the number of the lines and the number of the columns of the other matrix, and under the like condition any number of matrices may be added together. Two matrices may be equal or opposite the one to the other. A m atrix may be multiplied by a single quantity, giving rise to a matrix of the same form ; two matrices so related are similar to each other.
54. The notion of composition applies to rectangular matrices, but it is necessary that the number of lines in the second or nearer component matrix should be equal to the number of columns in the first or further component m atrix; the compound matrix will then have as many lines as the first or further component matrix, and as many columns as the second or nearer component matrix.
55. As examples of the composition of rectangular matrices, we have e , f \ d , f , g', h' (d, e , f X a \ d, if) ,(d, </, *), (<£
